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Chapter 1 : Left. (A Coast-To-Coast Journey on Foot) by Shane Sheley Nelson â€” Kickstarter
On Foot from Coast to Coast has 2 ratings and 1 review. Pondering Pig said: A lovely walk. I followed Maughn's route
step-by-step one autumn and think I.

But I want to be the one that people talk about. A picture of my friend Marshall during a previous 20 mile
walk we made last month. The Decision On Saturday, July 26th, I sat alone in my apartment and wrestled with
my indecisions. I came to grips with the fact that I had no earthly idea what I wanted to do in my life. I knew I
wanted to accomplish great things and spread love to the world. I wanted to make new friends and share their
stories. I wanted to make movies and make people laugh, but I still needed a direction for my life The moment
of clarity hit me so hard that I will never forget it. I got this feeling deep in my chest.. A deep desire in my
heart to carry this out. A rush coursed through my body that almost made me vomit because of the weight of
my decision. I was overcome with emotion and began to cry. I had never been more sure of anything in my
entire life. The Film It was so simple! A film about a cross-country road trip! Something that captures the
heart and soul of the true American spirit.. And face it, everyone loves a story from the road! The adventures
had and the characters met create an endless source of inspiration. I have lived on the coast my entire life and
had always joked about walking to the other side of the country.. So why not really do it? There are even more
recent stories like that of Cheryl Strayed in her book, "Wild! Most of these tales end up in writing, but I want
to put mine on the screen! Starting on May 1st of , I plan to do just that. Not only that, but with the way social
media has taken off, I can post daily videos to my Vine and Instagram accounts, or tweet my progress, so that
you guys can follow me every step of the way!!! Armed with 4 cameras, a bike cart and a can of bear mace,
not to mention the strong inspiration gained from all of my Kickstarter backers.. I will be heading Left until I
reach the Pacific Ocean. The Route "Everywhere is walking distance.. If you have the time. The road will take
me through many places and I have high hopes for the spontaneous encounters that will occur along the way.
My route also includes four marked locations that have been decided upon for their association with
live-music. This will be a wildly entertaining experience as you will get to see what it is like to go to a music
festival from the viewpoint of a General Admission concert-goer. Bonnaroo June Bonnaroo is the second
major destination for my journey and, thanks to the Batte and Etheridge families, I will be working as a
vendor for the third year in a row. This portion of the trip will provide an inside look at a festival that caters to
nearly 90, people every year. You will also get a glimpse of what it is like to work a music festival and all of
the interesting people you can meet in such an eclectic crowd. As if the stars had perfectly aligned, the
remaining members of The Grateful Dead have decided to play three final shows together alongside Trey
Anastasio, Jeff Chimenti and Bruce Hornsby for the 4th of July weekend. During this Independence day
celebration, multiple generations of Deadheads and Phish fans, the two greatest followings in rock and roll
history , will descend upon Chicago, creating a cultural and live-music experience that will out-rival any other
And I will have it all on film. All of my friends have been, so it is my mission to see a concert at this beautiful
place. Music, lights and the stars above will create a beautiful portrait of how Colorado is one of the greatest
hubs for modern music. Beyond The rest of the route could take me many different ways. Maybe I will feel
drawn deeper into the mountains to see Yellowstone, or perhaps I could go see what this "Sin City" is all
about. The last portion of my journey is wide open. I plan to end in San Francisco, but we shall see where the
road takes me during the final leg of my journey. The Themes When I first decided I would be going through
with this film. I looked over multiple charities and causes I could raise awareness for. The more I scoured the
net, the less inclined I felt that this should be a money making venture. Instead, this project will be more about
the human experience and human interaction. Watch TV and you are flooded with explosions, sex and the last
trending hashtag on Twitter. Because more people would rather talk about a shooting instead of the man that
walks to work so he can save money to buy more food for the homeless. There is a strong misconception that
every stranger is out to get you. I want to prove that neighborly love still exists. That notion is absolutely
absurd and I for one am sick of trying to keep up with the Kardashians. These "icons" and celebrity
"role-models" are constantly shoved down our throats and have warped our perception on what is truly
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important, like family, friends, and the immediate world around us. Happiness exists outside of flashing lights
and nice cars and I think that the common person is just as big a celebrity as the ones walking down the red
carpet. This is a question I will seek to answer throughout my travels. I believe that music is the great
communicator. Nothing in this world can bring strangers closer together than song and dance. My personal
experiences within the live-music scene have shown me a love and interconnectivity that is unmatched in any
other realm. I will be seeking out street musicians, touring bands and music fans of every genre to discuss
their views on what makes music so great. Who knows, maybe some special guests will be making an
appearance or two? The gift of laughter is one of the greatest things you could ever give to someone else and it
is something we take for granted everyday. Throughout my interactions I will be collecting jokes from
strangers and sharing mine with them. After all, love and laughter make the world go round. Have you ever
been out to eat and seen an entire table of people looking down at their cellphones, texting 5 other people they
would rather be with, or playing some absurd minigame? I want to meet people the old fashioned way. The
Funding Updated Items List! Items needed for my film. The first portion of my funding goes towards all of the
materials I will need to make my walk happen. The second portion contains all of the items I will need to
make the film possible. All donations are happily welcomed!!!! The HUGE challenge is my walk. I will be
braving the weather and the elements on a daily basis. This comes into play in dealing with the equipment that
I will be traveling with and also the wear and tear that it can and will put on my body. Storage issues will
come into play further down the road, but much of my footage will be stored digitally across different online
drives and then backed up with another once I get into an area that I can link to wi-fi. Having many options for
storage until I am able to access the Internet will be highly important and beneficial. Wild animals and horny
truckers are also an issue that may arise. Questions about this project? Your name will be added to the
"non-believers" list on my website!
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Chapter 2 : Bigfoot Evidence: Bigfoot on Coast to Coast AM
The Auckland Coast-to-Coast walk is a hidden treasure to add to your bucket list. It is free apart from any transport back
to your start. We are researching an awesome ebike loop route that we will post when we are happy with the route
safety and variety.

Frequently Asked Questions about walking from coast to coast in the States. As the crow flies, the distance
between our start and finish points is miles. The difference is explained by two factors. Firstly the route is
designed to stay, as much as possible, on trails, tracks or small country roads â€” walking by the side of a busy
highway is not a pleasant way to see the country. Secondly, particularly in the West, the route is not direct
because the trails wind and zig-zag to find an available route through the mountains. In the more populated
East this will largely be in existing sites. In the West we will camp where we collapse. Sadly our tents are
basic models without electricity or hot running water. Because of this we will be staying in motels about once
a week in order to maintain our levels of hygiene and sanity. We also hope that some benevolent souls may
take it upon themselves to feed and house us along the way. We are both house-trained and keen to make new
friends. This equates to around days of walking. There will be zero mile days where will not walk. We expect
that we will be on the road for approximately 12 months. We have a target number of miles that we need to
walk by winter of that will put us somewhere near Kansas City. It is not possible to cross Colorado, the next
state, during the Winter as the high mountain passes are closed. We will cross the Rockies in Colorado at
heights of up to 13, feet; snow is possible on any day of the year but attempting a crossing of these mountains
before the summer months is extremely dangerous. Because of the prohibitive weight of most food, we will be
carrying largely dried foods such as porridge oats, pasta, rice, dried fruit etc. These can be prepared along the
route as we can source water much easier than food. In the East this is not a problem, there are plenty of towns
where we can refill our bottles and streams and springs between them where we can collect water which we
will then filter. Water starts to become more scarce by Western Kansas and by Utah and Nevada we will be
facing stretches of over miles between water supplies. Here we will be relying on pre-arranged water drops
â€” large bottles of water buried in the desert which we will locate by GPS. We will need, at times, to carry
enough provisions to last for a week. In the desert conditions of Utah and Nevada we will need to carry
enough water to last 24 hours. It is recommended that a person travelling in the desert allows for 1 gallon of
water ;per day; we will be carrying around one third of our body weights for much of the trip. The biggest
potential danger is running out of water in the dry valleys of the West - although the water drops should
safeguard us from this eventuality. We get a lot of comments regarding wild animals. I am assured that snakes
will be more scared of us than we are of them â€” they must be pretty scared. There are several guidelines to
follow to prevent bears coming near the camp â€” cooking on route some distance before setting up camp,
cooking in different clothing from those you will sleep in, hanging food from trees some distance from tents
etc. Most of the potential dangers can be avoided with common sense and forethought. Both of us have been
interested in the US for as long as we can remember, and what better way can there be to get to know a
country and its people than walking across it? You get to see, hear and experience everything close up â€” the
scenery, the roadkill, the smells and best of all the people. We are really looking forward to getting beyond the
stereotypes of Americans that most of us Europeans seem to carry around in our heads. Walk or no walk, any
self-respecting football fan will tell you that the games must be seen and the tournament enjoyed before all
else. Do you have a frequently asked question? Does it have anything to do with our walk? If so, or even if
not, please feel free to ask us via email or the Guestbook. Stuart is a librarian, he will be happy to indulge your
queries, no matter how whimsical.
Chapter 3 : Left: A Coast-to-Coast Journey on Foot () - IMDb
A gruesome mystery surrounding dismembered feet that keep washing ashore in British Columbia added another limb to
its tally, bringing the total number of the unexplained body parts to an unsettling fourteen. The latest 'mystery foot' was
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discovered by a man walking down the beach of BC's Gabriola.

Chapter 4 : Coast To Coast - By Foot
On Foot from Coast to Coast [Maughan] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This
walking guide describes, in words and detailed maps, a mile walk across England from Ravenglass on the west coast of
Cumbria to Scarborough on the North Sea.

Chapter 5 : Guided walking | Coast to Coast | Footpath Holidays
CADIZ - Eight pairs of shoes, two walking buggies, 12 flat tires and million steps-and he's not finished. That is, until he
sees the lights of Atlantic City. Many people do various good things, especially for kids, but walking across America isn't
one of them, unless you're Norman Horn.

Chapter 6 : Bigfoot Evidence: Capturing Bigfoot On Coast To Coast AM
FAQ. Frequently Asked Questions about walking from coast to coast in the States. - How far is it? - The route that we
will take is miles. As the crow flies, the distance between our start and finish points is miles.

Chapter 7 : US to transfer Coast Guard ships to Ukraine amid Russia tensions - CNNPolitics
This walking guide describes, in words and detailed maps, a mile walk across England from Ravenglass on the west
coast of Cumbria to Scarborough on the North Sea.

Chapter 8 : Left: A Coast-to-Coast Journey on Foot () - Plot Summary - IMDb
Get news about the weird and bizarre on Coast to Coast AM from radio host George Noory every night!

Chapter 9 : Auckland Coast-to-Coast walkway on foot! - NZ Electric Bike Review
Into the World on Foot: 4,km Canada Coast-to-Coast Trip - 10/22/ Synopsis. A city is a space. Where God, human, life,
death, history and culture live.
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